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Tell Your Great Intelligence Story

In today’s world, where no one has time or attention,
collecting and analyzing intelligence is only the first part of
your CI work. The second part, which is not less important,
is effectively communicating it to management, and for
that, you need to learn how to tell a story.
In my article “New Challenges and Threats to the
Traditional CI Function” published in Competitive
Intelligence – Spring 2018 I claimed that today’s CI
managers need to communicate better their findings
and outputs to their bosses. They cannot – and should
not – allow themselves to hide in their rooms, settling
for submission of this report or that CI-related nugget
in hope that management will take into consideration
and actually do something about it. If you want to
make real impact, I argued, you need to deliver the
bottom line to the right people at the right time, and
in order to do it properly, I suggested learning the art
of message delivery from our fellow marketers. Where
most intelligent people I know tend to be shy, modest
and clever, most marketers I know are arrogant, egocentered and… clever. They understand that you ought
to be in the front line if you want the decision makers to
notice you, and the best way to do it is simply by making
noise.
CI, by nature, is everything but noise. It is all about hard,
Sisyphean work carried out by men of silence, whose
typical actions are done quietly, sometimes remotely,
from other buzzing organizational departments. I
urged those people to explore new, different ways to
deliver their messages to management and suggested
to perfect their presentations by going visual. “It is the
era of infographics,” I claimed, “the era of visualization.
How can you not capitalize on those great, efficient
tools and implement them in your 1990’s-look-like CIrelated products? Say No to boring, long reports and
take advantage of those creative, free or semi-free
platforms that will make a shining star out of you. Let
them make you become more noticeable!”
Well, guess what, there is a new kid in the block for
some time now in the area of message delivery (actually,
quite an old kid, who after a recent comeback, has
now become quite trendy), and he has nothing to do
with smarter appearance of data or intelligence. This
phenomenon, to my humble opinion, should be certainly
taken into account by organizational CI managers. It
does not mean we are going to give up on visualization,
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quite the contrary, but we should learn to do something
that is more basic than making a graph speak. We
should go back to roots and learn how to tell a story;
how to get and captivate an audience. If in the past
a CI manager would have been expected to serve as
the organization’s top detective/researcher/prophet,
then in present that person is not worth much without the
capability to deliver a good, convincing story. To sum it
up, you have no other choice but to learn how to become
a good storyteller.

Storytelling in Business
Stories are powerful. They grab attention; period.
Stories are also memorable, but that does not mean a
story would necessarily help to deliver a message. With
all the noise around us in the business world, a good
story needs both attention and persuasion. We want our
peers to listen to us, and we want to persuade them
that the story reflects our insights and our self-beliefs.
Not only that, but we would also want our audience to
remember our story and act accordingly. That is the
main reason why we should tell stories.
Tomas Pueyo, the author of The Star Wars Rings, a book on
storytelling, claims that storytelling is important because
that is how we have evolved to learn. You can choose
two ways to deliver your message: one is giving the facts
straight – bullet points, numbers, lists of events, etc. The
other way is by telling stories – a protagonist faces a
problem, learns a key insight to solve the problem, and
finally solves the problem. Stories, as per Pueyo, are a
way to get into somebody else’s mind to see how they
solve a problem. The best MBAs teach through stories;
their professors do not give the students lists of things
to memorize. They give them company case studies
instead. The best politicians convince through stories (I
have a dream / Martin Luther King), and if you want to
convince somebody of something, or want to make your
ideas memorable, then you have to tell a story. If you
don’t, nobody will care about what you have to say.
Ashley Fell, head of communications at McCrindle
Research, notes that engaging stories have four I’s: they
first create our Interest and they maintain our attention.
If we want to see what it is about, then we want to keep
reading. Great stories Instruct us; they have meaning.
Great stories Involve us, and most importantly – great
stories Inspire us, don’t they?
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Fell believes that research is at its best when it tells a
story; that is how we can have an impact that is spread
to our peers. Obviously, in the digital era if you have an
important story to tell, especially when it involves data,
you can create interest and maintain the meaning of
that story using visuals. Yep, infographics again.
Figure 1. Four I’s of Great Stories

Four Principles for Great Storytelling
So how should we tell our story? There are four key
principles to help us change the way we present our
intelligence to our peers:
a. Stories speak to emotions. According to decision
scientists, decision makers take decisions with emotions,
which mean that whenever they are given business
scenarios with multiple options to choose from and
actions to act upon, the emotional aspects of their
decisions dominate the rational ones. So if we want to
get the attention of our audience, we should tell them a
story that is connected to their emotions.
b. Establish a connection with your peers by building
a common ground. Stop talking about yourself (“my
observation is,” this is what I found” etc.), as this is not the
most efficient way to present your elevator pitch. When
you talk about “I”, you assume that the intelligence and
insights you bring to the table also, almost automatically,
interest “You,” which is not necessarily true. Instead, start
with a neutral common ground (“our main competitor
has lately been strengthening its position in the Latin
American market”), and as soon as your peers start
nodding their head in agreement, you will be in a better
position to sell them something.
c. The power of contrast; Stories are about conflict, and
all storytellers have it in their stories, be it consciously
or intuitively. We need to compare between two sides
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(good vs. bad, rich vs. poor, etc) in order to create an
interest in our story. The power of contrast works when
we launch a new product – a good story outlines who
we are today, as opposed to who and where we want
to be in future; what is done right now compared to
what can be done tomorrow. This, in itself, spurs strong
belief in our product rather than just limiting ourselves
to solve a specific problem or handle a sensitive ad hoc
situation. Furthermore, the contrast in our story should
not be implied; it needs to be explicit.
d. Your story should be well told. If your story comes
from a point of falsehood, its shelf life is not going to
last for long, quite the opposite, and that is something
you simply cannot afford. Credibility is priceless in the
business world, just as it is in real life, and lack of it,
especially when your intelligence-related insights are
supposed to make decision makers move in a certain
direction, means major loss of organizational resources,
hence total failure in performance. Thus your story has
to be truthful. The question is how you should deliver
your truth to your peers. That is where the Truth aspect
is combined together with the Well Told aspect in your
story. Well Told equals the way you clearly and fluently
present yourself, the way you articulate your story –
the contrast, the metaphor behind it etc. Not only what
we say matters, but the way we say it makes all the
difference.

Business Storytelling Sparks Change at
Malaysia Airlines
In 2006 Dinesh Rudra worked as a communication lead
for a project at Malaysia Airlines. The company was
still issuing paper tickets at a time where most major
airlines had already adopted e-ticketing. The company
announced a massive change program to replace all of
its core systems, and Dinesh’s job was to communicate
this change to all 18,500 employees. The Problem was
that everyone was happy with the way things were, and
Dinesh was convinced that if he would give the employees
all the facts, they would understand and be ready to
accept the new system. He used metaphors to describe
the fragility of the existing systems; his presentation
designs were clean, and he even had a handout with
every possible argument on why the company had to
make that change. Nevertheless, to Dinesh’s surprise, he
got burned badly. No one was engaged, buy-in was
low, and the project was taking a big hit.
Competitive Intelligence

Dinesh started to look around for alternatives and found
the solution with business storytelling. He learned that
changing people’s mind takes more than just persuasive
arguments. It involves empathy, listening, questioning,
and yes – stories. With story listening, Dinesh used
people shared experiences to help inspire them and
others to take positive actions. He then worked on his
presentations, making sure they were more about
connecting rather than informing. He began collecting
and using stories from people in different parts of the
business, using every session to listen to his audience as
they drew meaning from those stories, and for the first
time, people began participating. They were interested
and wanted to get involved and help make this change
happen. As a result, Malaysia Airlines successfully
rolled out the new systems over the next 11 months,
subsequently breaking the record for the fastest full
e-ticketing implementation for an international airline.

Zeigarnik Effect, Dopamine and the Best
Time to Tell Our Story

things in a better way. Yes, you are more than welcome to
guess again – all storytelling is per definition dopamine
creating because it is always something that we are
waiting and expecting. In other words: Good storytellers
know the way to radically increase the dopamine levels
in our blood by effectively inducing them to our brain.
So when should we tell those stories to our peers?
When we have our audience’s full attention, dopamine
(together with two other hormones called oxytocin and
endorphin) go wild in their body, and we are ready with
our contrast. That is the exact point where we ought to
cliff hang them and fire away with our brilliant insights.

Functional Storytelling
Many times in our stressful work life we have to work
with (or report to) people in our organization that are
intolerant, irritable, critical and/or memory impaired,
and the bad news is that you have all these working
against you especially while presenting, communicating
your intelligence and delivering meetings. How can you
make this change? According to public speaking coach
David JP Phillips, you might want to try starting to use
functional storytelling, which means you should do the
following three things:

In psychology, the Zeigarnik effect states that people
remember uncompleted or interrupted tasks better
than completed tasks. Well, guess what? Stories make
us remember things that are unfinished! Think of cliffhanging. Stories sometimes make you feel like you are
hanging over a cliff. You do not know what is going to a. Realize you do not need to have a dark voice in order
happen next. Tension is rising, suspense is being built to be a great storyteller; you just need to believe in that
and then… (pause); those eventually become the best, story of yours.
enjoyable stories you have ever read.
b. Write down your stories. You have more stories in your
In addition, when we hear stories, hormones are released life than you thought you had.
in our body, and when you have high levels of dopamine
in your blood, it results in beautiful effects: you are more c. Index those stories: stories that make people laugh,
focused, you get more motivation, and you remember stories that make people feel empathy, etc.
Figure 2. Zeigarnik Effect
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The next time you go into a meeting pick the right story
for the person you are talking to in order to make them
release the hormones you wish and get exactly the side
effect that you want.

How to Avoid Telling a Bad Story

f. The devil is in the details. Skip the obvious and don’t
waste (busy) people’s time. The audience is on your side;
keep them there. Move on and don’t make a controversial
statement unless it is totally vital to the story. Oh, and
whatever you do, do not offend your peers.

g. Last but not least, all the aforementioned rules should
OK, you decided to write your story; you put some of be broken. Yes, sometimes details ARE important;
the tips mentioned above into practice and hope for an sometimes you HAVE TO offend your audience to make
opportunity to deliver your intelligence to those busy them listen and so forth.
decision makers that finally managed to allocate some
attention for you. Nice. Now that the opportunity has just Take whatever you want from the list mentioned above,
landed at your doorstep, how would you avoid telling it’s up to you, and it’s your own story - no one can tell
a bad story? There are some do’s and don’ts you might you how to tell it. Oh, and the only way you can do it is
want to take into account here as well. Storyteller Josh simply by practice.
Campbell highlighted seven of them earlier this year in
his TEDx Memphis talk:
Bottom Line
a. Be prepared, but not too prepared. Have an outline?
Stick to it, but give yourself an escape route in case
some parts of the story do not work for you. In any case,
do not let preparation get in a way of a good story.

We live in an era that is full of data and noise, and one
of the most efficient means to reduce that distracting,
annoying noise is delivering our bosses true and clear
stories. The opportunities are coming, you need to
practice and perfect your arguments, the connection
with your audience is already there, and it is up to you
to keep that connection going. So do yourself a favor –
go and create that great intelligence story of yours. Let
it be powerful and impactful. It is in your hands.

b. You don’t have to be funny. Some would suggest
starting your presentation with a joke to relax your
audience. Problem is: if the joke is not in place, the
connection you strive for is lost. Do remember that people
in the business sector want to feel connected more than
they want to laugh.
For those of you who are still hesitating allow me to
remind you the following quote from 1994: “The most
c. Name names – Do not be embarrassed to mention powerful person in the world is the storyteller.”
someone’s name (usually an old dog that is either
unwilling or unable to embrace change) only because The man behind this quote is no other than Steve Jobs.
you are afraid of the consequences. If you can’t use
someone’s name, they have power over your story, and
you would not want someone with no name to determine
your story.
d. If you cannot make peace with your story, then your
audience will not be able to. It is not the audience’s job
to give you a closure, and you should not be looking for
sympathy but empathy. Have them focus in your story
rather than in you.
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e. Start at the beginning of your story and end it at
the end. Don’t beat around the bush or make shortcuts.
Sounds simple, but it’s not. Be like those storytellers that
reach the end of their speech with great closing lines or
else your audience is going to learn the lesson they want intelligence.
to instead of the lesson you want to teach them.
Connect with Amir at amir@cicomglobal.com
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